With the rapid development of web-based services, concerns about user privacy have heightened. The privacy policies of online websites, which serve as a legal agreement between service providers and users, are not easy for people to understand and therefore offer an opportunity for natural language processing. In this paper, we consider a corpus of these policies, and tackle the problem of aligning or grouping segments of policies based on the privacy issues they address. A dataset of pairwise judgments from humans is used to evaluate two methods, one based on clustering and another based on a hidden Markov model. Our analysis suggests a five-point gap between system and median-human levels of agreement with a consensus annotation, of which half can be closed with bag of words representations and half requires more sophistication.
Introduction
Privacy policies are legal documents, authored by privacy lawyers to protect the interests of companies offering services through the web. According to a study conducted by McDonald and Cranor (2008) , if every internet user in the U.S. read the privacy notice of each new website she visited, it would take the nation 54 billion hours annually to read privacy policies. It is not surprising that they often go unread (Federal Trade Commission, 2012) .
Users, nonetheless, might do well to understand the implications of agreeing to a privacy policy, and might make different choices if they did. Researchers in the fields of internet privacy and security have made various attempts to standardize the format of privacy notices, so that they are easier to understand and to allow the general public to have better control of their personal information. An early effort is the Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P), which defines a machine-readable language that enables the websites to explicitly declare their intended use of personal information (Cranor, 2002) . Many other studies primarily focus on the qualitative perspective of policies and use tens of carefully selected privacy notices. For example, Kelley et al. (2010) proposed a "nutrition label" approach that formalizes the privacy policy into a standardized table format. Breaux et al. (2014) map privacy requirements encoded in text to a formal logic, in order to detect conflicts in requirements and trace data flows (e.g., what data might be collected, to whom the data will be transferred and for what purposes).
The need for automatically or semi-automatically generating simple, easy-to-digest privacy summaries is further exacerbated by the emergence of the mobile Web and the Internet of Things, with early efforts in this area including the use of static analysis to identify sensitive data flows in mobile apps (Lin et al., 2012) and the development of mobile app privacy profiles .
Increased automation for such efforts motivates our interest in privacy policies as a text genre for NLP, with the general goal of supporting both user-oriented tools that interpret policies and studies of the contents of policies by legal scholars.
In this paper, we start with a corpus of 1,010 policies collected from widely-used websites (Ramanath et al., 2014) , 1 and seek to automatically align segments of policies. We believe this is a worthwhile first Amazon.com Privacy Notice ...
What About Cookies?
Cookies are unique identifiers that we transfer to your device to enable our systems to recognize your device and to provide features such as 1-Click purchasing, Recommended for You, personalized advertisements on other Web sites... ...Because cookies allow you to take advantage of some of Amazon.com's essential features, we recommend that you leave them turned on. For instance, if you block or otherwise reject our cookies, you will not be able to add items to your Shopping Cart, proceed to Checkout, or use any Amazon.com products and services that require you to Sign in... Walmart Privacy Policy ... Information We Collect ...We use "cookies" to recognize you as you use or return to our sites. This is done so that we can provide a continuous and more personalized shopping experience for you. A cookie is a small text file that a website or email may save to your browser and store on your hard drive...
Your Choices
...You may exercise choices related to our online operations and advertising. For instance, you can choose to browse our websites without accepting cookies. Please know that cookies allow us to recognize you from page to page, and they support your transactions with us. Without cookies enabled, you will still be able to browse our websites, but will not be able to complete a purchase or take advantage of certain website features... Table 1 : Example privacy statements from Amazon.com (left) and Walmart.com (right). The statements are concerned with the websites' cookie policy. The top-most level section subtitles are shown in bold.
step toward interpretation of the documents of direct interest here, and also that automatic alignment of a large set of similarly-constructed documents might find application elsewhere.
Consider the example in Table 1 , where we show privacy statements from Amazon.com 2 and Walmart.com. 3 These statements are concerned with the usage of cookies-small data files transferred by a website to the user's computer hard drive-often used for tracking a user's browsing behavior. Cookies are one issue among many that are addressed by privacy policies; by aligning segments by issue, across policies, we can begin to understand the range of policy approaches for each issue.
We contribute pairwise annotations of segment pairs drawn from different policies, for use in evaluating the quality of alignments, an analysis of the inter-annotator reliability, and an experimental assessment of three alignment methods, one based on clustering and two based on a hidden Markov model. This paper's results refine the findings of Ramanath et al. (2014) . Our key finding is that these unsupervised methods reach far better agreement with the consensus of crowdworkers than originally estimated, and that the gap between these methods and the "median" crowdworker is about half due to the greedy nature of such methods and about half due to the bag of words representation.
Privacy Dataset and Annotations
For completeness, we review the corpus of privacy policies presented by Ramanath et al. (2014) , and then present the new annotations created for evaluation of alignment.
Corpus
We collected 1,010 unique privacy policy documents from the top websites ranked by Alexa.com. 4 These policies were collected during a period of six weeks during December 2013 and January 2014. They are a snapshot of privacy policies of mainstream websites covering fifteen of Alexa.com's seventeen categories (Table 2) . 5 Finding a website's policy is not trivial. Though many well-regulated commercial websites provide a "privacy" link on their homepages, not all do. We found university websites to be exceptionally unlikely to provide such a link. Even once the policy's URL is identified, extracting the text presents the usual challenges associated with scraping documents from the web. Since every site is different in its placement of the document (e.g., buried deep within the website, distributed across several pages, or mingled together with Terms of Service) and format (e.g., HTML, PDF, etc.), and since we wish to preserve as much document structure as possible (e.g., section labels), full automation was not a viable solution. We therefore crowdsourced the privacy policy document collection using Amazon Mechanical Turk. For each website, we created a HIT in which a worker was asked to copy and paste the following privacy policy-related information into text boxes: (i) privacy policy URL; (ii) last updated date (or effective date) of the current privacy policy; (iii) privacy policy full text; and (iv) the section subtitles in the top-most layer of the privacy policy. To identify the privacy policy URL, workers were encouraged to go to the website and search for the privacy link. Alternatively, they could form a search query using the website name and "privacy policy" (e.g., "Amazon.com privacy policy") and search in the returned results for the most appropriate privacy policy URL. Each HIT was completed by three workers, paid $0.05, for a total cost of $380 (including Amazon's surcharge). After excluding dupliates, the dataset contains 1,010 unique documents. 6 Given the privacy policy full text and the section subtitles, we partition the full privacy document into different sections, delimited by the section subtitles. To generate paragraphs, we break the sections by lines, and consider each line as a paragraph. We require a paragraph to end with a period, if not, it will be concatenated with the next paragraph. Using this partition scheme, sections contain 12 sentences on average; and paragraphs contain 4 sentences on average. More statistics are presented in Table 2 .
Pairwise Annotations
Ramanath et al. (2014) described an evaluation method in which pairs of privacy policy sections were annotated by crowdworkers. 7 A sample of section pairs from different policies was drawn, stratified by cosine similarity of unigram tfidf vectors. In a single task, a crowdworker was asked whether two sections broadly discussed the same topic. The question was presented alongside three answer options, essentially a strong yes, a yes, and a no. In that initial exploration, each item was annotated at least three times, and up to fifteen, until an absolute majority was reached.
The annotations conducted for this study were done somewhat differently. Our motivations were to enable a more careful exploration of inter-annotator agreement, which was complicated in the earlier work by the variable number of annotations per pair, from three to fifteen. We also sought to explore a more fine-grained problem at the paragraph level.
We sampled 1,000 document pairs from each of the 15 categories, then generated pairs (separately of sections and of paragraphs) by choosing one at random from each document. In total, 1,278,204 section pairs and 7,968,487 paragraph pairs were produced. These pairs were stratified by cosine similarity intervals: [0, 0.25], (0.25, 0.5], (0.5, 0.75], (0.75, 1], as in Ramanath et al. (2014) . We sampled 250 pairs from each interval, resulting in 1,000 pairs each of sections and paragraphs.
These pairs were annotated on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The crowdworkers were instructed to carefully read the privacy statements and answer a "yes/no" question, indicating whether the two texts are discussing the same privacy issue or not. Several key privacy issues are provided as examples, including Table 3 : Inter-annotator agreement of section and paragraph pairs.
collection of personal information, sharing of information with third parties, cookies and other tracking techniques, data security, children policies, and contact of the websites. To encourage the crowdworkers to carefully read the privacy statements, we also asked them to copy and paste 1-3 keywords from each section/paragraph, before answering the question. 8 Each section/paragraph pair was judged by five crowdworkers and was rewarded $0.05. In total, $550 was spent on the annotations. On average, it took a crowdworker 2.15 minutes to complete a section pair and 1.67 minutes for a paragraph pair. Interestingly, although a section is roughly three times the length of a paragraph (see Table 2 ), the time spent on annotation is not proportional to the text length.
In Table 3 , we present the inter-annotator agreement results for section and paragraph pairs, broken down by cosine-similarity bin and by the majority answer. 75.7% (73.6%) of section (paragraph) pairs were agreed upon by four or more out of five annotators. Unsurprisingly, disagreement is greatest in the (.25, .5] similarity bin. Cosine similarity is a very strong predictor of the consensus answer (Pearson correlation 0.72 for section pairs, 0.67 for paragraphs, on this stratified sample). Ramanath et al. (2014) considered only sections. A different method was used to obtain consensus annotations; we simply kept adding annotators to a pair until consensus was reached. For a fair comparison with the new data, we calculated pairwise agreement among three annotators per item, randomly selected if there were more than three to choose from. On the old section-level data, this was 60.5%; on the new data, it was 71.3% (using five annotators). Although a controlled experiment in the task setup was not conducted, we take this as a sign that our binary question with keywords led to a higher quality set of annotations than the three-way question in the older data. Our experiments in this paper use only the new data.
Discussion
We had expected higher agreement at the paragraph level, since paragraphs are shorter, presumably easier to read and compare, and presumably more focused on a smaller number of issues. This was not borne out empirically, though a slightly different analysis presented in §4.2 suggests that, among crowdworkers who completed ten or more tasks, paragraphs were easier to agree on.
Privacy policies are generally written by attorneys with expertise in privacy law, though there are automatic generation solutions available that allow a non-expert to quickly fill in a template to create a policy document. 9 Example 1 in Table 4 shows a case of very high text overlap (five out of five annotators agreed on a "yes" answer for this pair). While this kind of localized alignment is not our aim here, we believe that such "boilerplate" text, to the extent that it occurs in large numbers of policies, will make automatic alignment easier.
A case where annotators seem not to have understood, or not taken care to read carefully, is illustrated by Example 2 in Table 4 . Both sections describe "opt-out" options for unsubscribing from mailing lists that send promotional messages, though the first is more generally about "communications" and the second only addresses email. Three out of five crowdworkers labeled this example with"no." Achieving better consensus might require more careful training of annotators about a predefined set of concepts at the right granularity. To serve you better, we may combine information you give us online, in our stores or through our catalogs. We may also combine that information with publicly available information and information we receive from or cross-reference with our Select Partners and others. We use that combined information to enhance and personalize the shopping experience of you and others with us, to communicate with you about our products and events that may be of interest to you, and for other promotional purposes.
Policy excerpt from Williams-Sonoma website: To serve you better and improve our performance, we may combine information you give us online, in our stores or through our catalogs. We may also combine that information with publicly available information and information we receive from or cross-reference with select partners and others. By combining this information we are better able to communicate with you about our products, special events and promotional purposes and to personalize your shopping experience.
Policy excerpt from IKEA website:
What if I prefer not to receive communications from IKEA? If you prefer not to receive product information or promotions from us by U.S. Mail, please click here. To unsubscribe from our email list, please follow the opt-out instructions at the bottom of the email you received, or click here and update your profile by deselecting "Please send me: Inspirational emails and updates."
Policy excerpt from Neiman Marcus website: Emails. You will receive promotional emails from us only if you have asked to receive them. If you do not want to receive email from Neiman Marcus or its affiliates you can click on the "Manage Your Email Preferences" link at the bottom of any email communication sent by us. Choose "Unsubscribe" at the bottom of the page that opens. Please allow us 3 business days from when the request was received to complete the removal, as some of our promotion s may already have been in process before you submitted your request. 
Problem Formulation
Given a collection of privacy policy documents and assuming each document consists of a sequence of naturally-occurring text segments (e.g., sections or paragraphs), our goal is to automatically group the text segments that address the same privacy issue, without pre-specifying the set of such issues. We believe this exemplifies many scenarios where a collection of documents follow a similar content paradigm, such as legal documents and, in some cases, scientific literature. Our interest in algorithms that characterize each individual document's parts in the context of the corpus is inspired by biological sequence alignment in computational biology (Durbin et al., 1998) .
In our experiments, we consider a hidden Markov model (HMM) that captures local transitions between topics. The motivation for the HMM is that privacy policies might tend to order issues similarly, e.g., the discussion on "sharing information to third parties" appears to often follow the discussion of "personal information collection." If each of these corresponds to an HMM state, then the regularity in ordering is captured by the transition distribution, and each state is characterized by its emission distribution over words. In this section, we discuss the HMM and two estimation procedures based on Expectation-Maximization (EM) and variational Bayesian (VB) inference.
Hidden Markov Model
Assume we have a sequence of observed text segments 10 O = [O 1 , O 2 , ..., O T ], and each O t represents a text segment in a privacy document (t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }). We denote
, where each O j t corresponds to a word token in the tth text segment; N t is the total number of word tokens in the segment; T represents the total number of segments in the observation sequence. Each text segment O t is associated with a hidden state S t (S t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, where K is the total number of states). Given an observation sequence O, our goal is to decode the corresponding hidden state sequence S.
We employ a first-order hidden Markov model where the next state depends only on the previous state. A notable difference from the familiar HMM used in NLP (e.g., as used for part-of-speech tagging) is that we allow multiple observation symbols to be emitted from each hidden state. Each symbol corresponds to a word token in the text segment. Hence the likelihood for a single document can be written as:
Forward pass:
, ∀t ∈ {2, . . . , T }, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K}(2)
Backward pass:
Likelihood:
Posteriors:
Pair posteriors:
M-step (in EM):
Variational update (in VB): θ k |k denotes the probability of transitioning to state k given that the preceding state is k. φ v|k denotes the probability that a particular symbol emitted during a visit to state k is the word v. As in standard treatments, we assume an extra final state at the end of the sequence that emits a stop symbol. Ramanath et al. (2014) considered three variants of the HMM, with different constraints on the transitions, such as a "strict forward" variant that orders the states and only allows transition to "later" states than the current one. In the evaluation against direct human judgments, they found a slight benefit from such constraints, but they increased performance variance considerably. Here we only consider an unconstrained HMM.
EM and VB
We consider two estimation methods, neither novel. Both are greedy hillclimbing methods that locally optimize functions based on likelihood under the HMM.
The first method is EM, adapted for the multiple emission case; the equations for the E-step (forwardbackward algorithm and subsequent posterior calculations) and the M-step are shown in Table 5 .
We also consider Bayesian inference, which seeks to marginalize out the parameter values, since we are really only interested in the assignment of sections to hidden states. Further, Bayesian inference has been found favorable on small datasets (Gao and Johnson, 2008) . We assume symmetric Dirichlet priors on the transition and emission distributions, parameterized respectively by λ = 1 and λ = 0.1. We apply mean-field variational approximate inference as described by Beal (2003) , which amounts to an EM-like procedure. The E-step is identical to EM, and the M-step involves a transformation of the expected counts, shown in Table 5 . (We also explored Gibbs sampling; performance was less stable but generally similar; for clarity we do not report the results here.)
Implementation Details
In modeling, the vocabulary excludes 429 stopwords, 11 words whose document frequency is less than ten, and a set of terms specific to website privacy polices: privacy, policy, personal, information, service, web, site, website, com, and please. After lemmatizing, the vocabulary contains V = 2,876 words. We further exclude sections and paragraphs that contain less than 10 words. Many of these are not meaningful statements, e.g., "return to top." This results in 9,935 sections and 27,594 paragraphs in the experiments.
During estimation, we concatenate all segments into a single sequence, delimited by a special boundary symbol. This does not affect the outcome (due to the first-order conditions; it essentially conflates "start" and "stop" states), but gave some efficiency gains in our implementation.
EM or VB iterations continue until one of two stopping criteria is met: either 100 iterations have passed, or the relative change in log-likelihood (or the variational bound in the case of VB) falls below 10 −4 ; this consistently happens within forty iterations.
After estimating parameters, we decode using the Viterbi algorithm.
Experiments
Our experiments compare three methods for aligning segments of privacy policies, at both the paragraph and the section level:
• A greedy divising clustering algorithm, as implemented in CLUTO. 12 The algorithm performs a sequence of bisections until the desired number of clusters is reached. In each step, a cluster is selected and partitioned so as to optimize the clustering criterion. CLUTO demonstrated robust performance in several related NLP tasks (Zhong and Ghosh, 2005; Lin and Bilmes, 2011; Chen et al., 2011) .
• The Viterbi state assignment from the EM-estimated HMM. We report averaged results over ten runs, with random initialization.
• The Viterbi state assignment after VB inference, using the mean field parameters. We report averaged results over ten runs, with random initialization.
Our evaluation metrics are precision, recall, and F -score on the identification of section or paragraph pairs annotated "yes."
Results
In Figure 1 , we present performance of different algorithms using a range of hidden state values K ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 20}. The top row shows precision, recall and F -scores on section pairs, the bottom row on paragraph pairs.
The algorithms mostly perform similarly. At the section level, we find the clustering algorithm to perform better in terms of F -score than the HMM with larger K; at K = 10 the two are very close. 13 CLUTO's best performance, 85%, was achieved by K = 14.
At the paragraph level, the HMMs outperform clustering in the K ∈ [5, 15) range, and this is where the peak F -score is obtained (87%). We do not believe these differences among algorithms are especially important, noting only that the HMM's advantage is that it does not require pairwise similarity calculations between all section pairs. 
Upper Bounds
How do these automatic alignment methods compare with the levels of agreement reached among crowdworkers? We consider the agreement rate of each method, at varying values of K, with the majority vote of the annotators. Note that this is distinct from the positive-match-focused precision, recall, and Fscore measures presented in §4.1. For each crowdworker who completed ten tasks or more, and therefore for whom we have hope of a reliable estimate, we calculated her agreement rate with the majority. For sections, this set included 65 out of 162 crowdworkers; for paragraphs, 76 out of 197.
In Figure 2 we show the three quartile points for this agreement measure, across the pool of ten-ormore-item crowdworkers, in comparison to the various automatic methods. For sections, our systems perform on par with the 25% of crowdworkers just below the median. For paragraphs, which show a generally higher level of agreement among this subset of crowdworkers, our systems are on par with the lowest 25% of workers. We take all of this to suggest that there is room for improvement in methods overall.
Given the observation in §2 that cosine similarity of two segments' tfidf vectors is a very strong predictor of human agreement on whether they are about the same issue, we also consider a threshold on cosine similarity for deciding whether a pair is about the same issue. This is not a complete solution to the problem of alignment, since pairwise scores only provide groupings if they are coupled with a transitivity constraint. The clustering and HMM methods can be understood as greedy approximations to such an approach. We therefore view cosine similarity thresholding as an upper bound for bag of words representations on the pairwise evaluation task. Figure 2 includes agreement levels for oracle cosine similarity thresholding. 14 11 http://www.lextek.com/manuals/onix/stopwords1.html 12 http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/cluto/cluto/overview 13 Ramanath et al. (2014) only considered K = 10 and found a K = 10 HMM to outperform clustering at the section level; the scores reported there, on the earlier dataset, are much lower and not comparable to those reported here. There are numerous differences between the setup here and the earlier one. The most important, we believe, are the improved quality of the dataset and greater care given to preprocessing, most notably the pruning of documents and vocabulary, in the present experiments.
14 For comparison with the results in §4.1, we found that, for sections, oracle thresholding (at 0.3) achieved F -score of 0.87, and for paragraphs, oracle thresholding (at 0.2) achieved 0.90. Taken together, this analysis suggests that-in principle-an automated approach based on word-level similarity could close about half of the gap between our methods and median crowdworkers, and further gains would require more sophisticated representations or similarity measures.
Related Work
There has been little work on applying NLP to privacy policies. Some have sought to parse privacy policies into machine-readable representations (Brodie et al., 2006) or extract sub-policies from larger documents (Xiao et al., 2012) . Machine learning has been applied to assess certain attributes of policies (Costante et al., 2012; Costante et al., 2013) , e.g., compliance of privacy policies to legal regulations (Krachina et al., 2007) or simple categorical questions about privacy policies (Ammar et al., 2012; Zimmeck and Bellovin, 2014) .
Our alignment-style analysis is motivated by an expectation that many policies will address similar issues, 15 such as collection of a user's contact, location, health, and financial information, sharing with third parties, and deletion of data. This expectation is supported by recommendation by privacy experts (Gellman, 2014) and policymakers (Federal Trade Commission, 2012) ; in the financial services sector, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act requires these institutions to address a specific set of issues. Sadeh et al. (2013) describe our larger research initiative to incorporate automation into privacy policy analysis.
Methodologically, the HMM used above is very similar to extensive previous uses of HMMs for POS tagging (Merialdo, 1994) , including with Bayesian inference (Goldwater and Griffiths, 2007; Johnson, 2007; Gao and Johnson, 2008) . Bayesian topic models (Blei et al., 2003) are a related set of techniques, and future exploration might consider their use in automatically discovering document sections (Eisenstein and Barzilay, 2008) , rather than fixing section or paragraph boundaries.
Conclusion
This paper presents an exploration of alignment-by-paragraph and -section of website privacy policies. We contribute an improved annotated dataset for pairwise evaluation of automatic methods and an exploration of clustering and HMM-based alignment methods. Our results show that these algorithms achieve agreement on par with the lower half of crowdworkers, with about half of the difference from the median due to the bag of words representation and half due to the inherent greediness of the methods.
